MIF+ Furniture
Office Furniture & Public Chairs Provider
MIF+ Furniture, Factory Direct Group

Company Profile- Jiangmen Shengshi furniture Co., LTD
MIF-Furniture
MIF-Furniture （Jiangmen Shengshi furniture co., LTD）was
established in 2016, located in Guangdong province which is one of
manufacturing bases of the world. MIF-Furniture is a professional
modern manufacture company who focuses on research,
development, designing, production and sales. We mainly produce
all kinds of hardware products such as public chair, airport chair,
office chair, business casual chair and furniture hardware
accessories, hotel supplies (cleaning cart, luggage cart and laundry
cart).
Enterprise scale

MIF-Furniture occupies over 40 acres, in which the building area
covers 30000 square meters. We have more than 300 employees,
including over 35 technicians and 10 senior mechanics. We have
more than 200 units of regular professional equipment, automatic
tube drawing machine and our own plating factory—Jiangmen
ChangHan Plating Co.,Ltd, which is specialized in nickel and chrome
plating finishing. Now it has 3 automatic plating production lines. We
can now produce 20,000 sets office chairs and 40,000 sets waiting
chairs. After the new production line put in production, we will be able
to produce 100,000 sets various chairs.

Specialty

Business position
MIF-Furniture is a professional modern manufacture
company who focuses on research, development, designing,
production and sales.
Main market
Main market: Western Europe, North America, the Middle
East, Southeast Asia.
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MIF+ Furniture Products
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Waiting Chair
A. Steel chair
B. Aluminum alloy chair
C. Stainless steel chair
D. Leather chair

Product
Catalogue

A. Steel Chair

Model: SS01A0013

Model: SS01A0011

Model: SS01A0014

Model: SS01A0016
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Model: SS01A0012

Model: SS01A0015

Customizable size
Seating quantity

Seat width

√

1 seat

√

46 cm

√

2 seat

√

48cm

Seat width

46 cm

Seating quantity

Specifications (mm)

1

510*680*600

2

510*680*1090

3

510*680*1600

4

510*680*2115

√

3 seat

√

50cm

5

510*680*2115

√

4 seat

√

52 cm

1

600*760*620

2

600*760*1180

3

600*760*1750

4

600*760*2280

5

600*760*2880

1

620*760*640

2

620*760*1200

3

620*760*1800

4

620*760*2380

5

620*760*2960

1

640*780*640

2

640*780*1200

3

640*780*1800

4

640*780*2380

5

640*780*2960

√

5 seat

√

54 cm

√

More to come…

√

More to come…

50 cm

52 cm

54 cm
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NORMAL COLORS:
The decorative effect of a furniture will be totally different if the material is changed.
So the color also represent a kind of beauty. The furniture product of MIF+
Furniture has a fashionable and elegant color series for your choice, satisfying the

demand of different environment.
Each color of MIF+ Furniture product is blended by skilled experts with high class
environmental protective paint. A unique formula creates fashionable, exquisite
and elegant color. The advanced electrostatic spraying and coating technique can

give the products exquisite texture, uniform color and abundant gradations. It is the
best choice for matching the color of high grade public chair furniture.
Product color in this catalog are for reference only. Please take actual products as standard.
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B. Aluminum Alloy Chair

C. Stainless Steel Chair

Model: SS01B0001

Model: SS01C0001
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Model: SS01C0002

Leather Waiting Chair Service

Waiting Chair / D. Leather Chair

Model: SS01D0003

Model: SS01D0051

Model: SS01D0007

Model: SS01A0053
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Model: SS01D0027

Model: SS01D0004

Waiting Chair / D. Leather Chair

Model: SS01D0038

Model: SS01D0040

Model: SS01D0032

Model: SS01D0053
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Model: SS01D0033

Model: SS01D0052

What is integral skin polyurethane(PU) foam?
Integral skin foam plastic is also named full mould foam
plastic. It doesn’t need other materials to foam the surface.
When the ingredients is foaming, it makes the surface and
structure at the same time. This means the foam plastic
product with the hard surface is formed from polyurethane for
one time with a special technique. As the integral skin foam
has high strength surface, its products are widely used.

PU Color Sample

The advantages of integral skin polyurethane(PU) :
1.Harmless material, environmental protective.
2.The leather has high tensile strength, not easy
to rip, the mechanical property is better than man-made leather.
3. Good corrosion resistance, good wear resistance, the service life is
several times longer than man-made leather.
4.No unpleasant smell.
5.No air holes, water proof, no penetration.
6.The leather is soft , has similar texture as the human skin, impact
resistance, damping, protect the human body from injury, safety.
7.Cold-resistance, not easily influenced by temperature, suitable for cold
weather.
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Product customization
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Why Choose Chinese Furniture Manufacturer?
1. Complete industrial chain
The supporting industrial chain is complete in China. Short
development period of new products, quick update and iteration.

2. Convenient transportation
Complete infrastructure in China, Convenient transportation, can meet
requirements of clients within a short time.
3. High performance price ratio
Compare to other developing countries, Chinese products have
attractive design and high cost effective.
4. Low cost
Abundant domestic resources, easy to get raw material, low cost of
production,

Specialty
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advantage

over

developed

country.

Compare with peer suppliers, MIF+ Furniture's advantages:
(1) Automatic production: Complete production equipment, high level of automation; effectively avoid quality reduction caused by Human Error.
(2) Complete industrial chain: with complete supporting facilities, have our own plating factory and packing factory. Have an advantage on cost
control, quality control, lead time control.
(3) Novel design: Personnel allocation is reasonable and efficient. Professional designers develop new products, post ten more hot item
products each month.
(4) Multiple path communication: building whole network marketing, Create Company Homepage on social platforms home and abroad such as
facebook、twitter、youtube. Providing the latest news to clients comprehensively.
(5) Traffic developed: MIF-Furniture located in Traffic developed Pearl River Delta, Convenient transportation, low transportation cost, can meet
requirements of clients within a short time.
(6) All qualified: MIF-Furniture has our own Trademarks and patents, make our clients feel safe while cooperating with us.
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Service
Pre-sales Service
1. Variety language for product introduction
Offer the product introduction documents according to the language used by client, and we
also have the video introduction of variety language versions.
2. Visit factory for free
MIF-Furniture would like to offer sample and assume corresponding charge as long as
achieve the minimum order quantity. MIF-Furniture will be invite clients to visit factory and
arrange reception by specially-assigned person.
Sales Service
1. Risk-Free
All loss in the transportation shall be assume by us.
2. Gift Accessories
Give the corresponding number of accessories according to the order quantity easy for
replacement of maintenance.
3. One-to-one service
We will provide the one-to-one service according to client’s time who is interesting in our
products.
After-sales Service
1. Warranty
Offer two years warranty at least according to the product type, it can be replace the
accessories for free within the the warranty.
2. Regular return visit
After clients received the goods, follow up clients actively after one week, one month, half a
year, a year. Solve the problems that clients meet.
3. Discount
When Regular customers buy again, they can enjoy the discount, preferred experience MIF
- Furniture of the latest products.

Contact:
Website:
www.mif-furniture.com

Contact Person: James Li
Telephone：0086-750-382959

Mobile: 0086 - 18616678980
E-mail：james.li@mif-furniture.com
Address : XiangRong Industrial Zone LiLe Town Jianghai District

Jiangmen City, Guangdong province

